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But don’t worry, because only 3.3% of babies are born posterior (That is, if there’s no epidural during 
labor. With an epidural the rate for posterior births climbs to 12.9%.) Most babies who are in a posterior 
position when labor begins turn to the proper face down position before birth. Here are some tips that 
might help your baby wiggle into a good position before labor starts. 
 
✤  Avoid lounging in reclining chairs. In fact, avoid all reclining positions that place your knees above 
your hips, like deep, soft couches. 
✤  Sit on birthing ball 
✤  Crawl on all fours 
✤  Do pelvic rocks 10 times in a row 2-5 times a day. Get on hands and knees and rock your pelvis up and 
down, alternately arching your back by tucking your pelvis under and then straightening. There’s no 
research that absolutely proves these exercises help turn a posterior baby, but they sure feel good! 
✤  Pregnant in the winter? Babies like to have their backs warm. Wear a coat that covers your belly, so 
baby won’t decide to get her back warmed by turning her back toward your spine. 
✤  If baby is posterior, use gentle heat (like a hot water bottle) on belly to encourage baby to turn her back 
toward the heat. 
✤  Avoid long car rides 
✤  Sit up straight, use good posture 
✤  Don’t cross your legs 
✤  Go to SpinningBabies.com for many more tips for helping your baby get into an optimal position 
 
Before the big day, make specific plans keep the atmosphere of the birth area warm, calm, and peaceful 
for your labor. As you labor, follow your instincts and assume positions that seem right and feel good to 
you. Many laboring women seem to naturally take front leaning positions, which seems to encourage the 
baby to rotate into the face-down position. 
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Babies are almost always born 
face down, but sometimes they 
turn posterior, or face up. These 
“sunny-side up” births can be 
long and painful. In this picture, 
notice how the bony back of the 
baby’s head passes over the 
mother’s sacrum.    OUCH!!! 


